ASHE COUNTY SCHOOLS

TUTOR.COM HELPS
ALL SUMMER LONG!
READING CHAMP
Tutor.com can support you with your English, reading &
writing work anytime you need it - morning, noon, or
night - and all summer long! Connect to a reading tutor
and work on your reading skills, reading comprehension,
and more.

SCIENCE STAR
Whether you are exploring the solar system, learning
about ecosystems, or wondering what exactly "matter"
is, our tutors can help you out! Connect to one of our
expert science tutors to keep your brain sharp this
summer!

MATH WHIZ
Stumped by that long division? Flipping out over
fractions? Have no fear! Tutors can help you figure out
all those sums, symbols, and subtraction - plus lots
more - whenever you get stuck! Connect to a math
tutor today and finish that homework so you can
multiply your fun this summer!

SOCIAL STUDIES EXPLORER
Exploring some geography? Learning all about our
history, or maybe talking about government? Tutors
can help with all of these subjects and help you grasp
some tough concepts! Connect to a social studies tutor
and explore all we have to offer!

THINKING ABOUT WRITING?
You don't have to brainstorm alone! If you have a
writing prompt, history paper, English essay, or book
report, work with one of our awesome writing tutors in
the online classroom! Or try our drop-off essay review
and get some expert input on that assignment!

YOU'RE NOT ALONE!
Our expert tutors are here for YOU anytime you need it
for math, science, history, writing, English, and so much
more! Need help getting ready for a quiz? Trying to
take better notes? Want to brainstorm for a paper?
Tutor.com is here to help!

CONNECT TO TUTOR.COM IN
CLEVER
ASHE COUNTY SCHOOLS PROVIDES TUTOR. COM ACCESS FOR
FREE THROUGH CLEVER FOR K-5 AND 8TH & 9TH GRADERS
Students in 6th, 7th, and 10th-12th grades can access Tutor.com for free thanks to App
State's GEAR UP partnership: www.tutor.com/appstate

Not affiliated with Princeton University.

